Context. Application of the magnetic-reconnection theory onto large-scale events, such as solar flares, requires formation of very thin (kinetic-scale) current sheets within the rather thick flare current layer. Hence, some fragmentation/filamentation mechanisms has to be in action. Aims. We aim at identifying fragmentation mechanisms for magnetic field and current density structures. Namely, we focus at detailed study of the processes during the merging of plasmoids that had been formed in the current layer. Methods. A 2.5-D electromagnetic particle-in-cell model is used and its results analysed. Results. It is shown that the merging process of plasmoids is not a simple process as presented in some previous studies. On the contrary, this process leads to a complex fragmentation. We found two types of fragmentation processes: a) fragmentation in the current sheet generated between the merging plasmoids and b) fragmentation at the boundary of plasma outflow from the reconnection between these plasmoids. While the first type of fragmentation is generated by the tearing-mode (plasmoid) instability of the secondary current sheet, the second one looks to be connected with an increase of the plasma β parameter during these processes. Thus, sheared high-β plasma flows produce this additional fragmentation. Conclusions. The fragmentation and energy transport from large to small scales in a large-scale magnetic reconnection seem to be the result of interplay and positive feedback between instabilities driven by high gradients in both magnetic (intense current density) and velocity (high vorticity) fields.
Introduction
Magnetic field reconnection is generally accepted as the key mechanism for energy release in solar flares and other eruptive events in astrophysical and space plasmas. However, direct application of magnetic-reconnection theory to the physics of solar flares (and other large-scale events) faces a crucial problem for a long time: all known micro-physical processes leading to the change of magnetic field topology (i.e. the reconnection) require very thin current sheets (≈10 m in the solar corona), see e.g. Heyvaerts (1981) ; Büchner (2006) . On the other hand, there are authors (Ko et al. 2003; Lin et al. 2005) considering the bright thin ray-like structures sometimes observed behind CMEs as current sheets. However, these structures are about six orders of magnitude thicker. This duality is reflected also in the solar-flare observations, which exhibit both coherent large-scale (10 7 m) dynamics and signatures of the micro-scale, chaotic energy release (e.g. the narrowband dm-spikes and lace bursts, Karlický 1984; Karlický et al. 2001) , at the same moment.
For this reason, plasmoids, which are formed in a very broad range of scales in the current sheets, can play a very important role in bridging this huge scale gap (Shibata & Tanuma 2001) . It is believed that they are generated by the tearing-mode instability (or, better, plasmoid instability Loureiro et al. 2007 ). In the "standard" CSHKP flare model (see, e.g., Magara et al. 1996 , and references therein) it was proposed that these plasmoids are generated in the extended current sheet formed below the rising magnetic rope. For the first time, the plasmoids were recognized in soft X-ray observations during the 1992 October 5 flare by Ohyama & Shibata (1998) . Later on, Kliem et al. (2000) showed that the plasmoids are associated with the drifting pulsating structures (DPSs) on radiowaves -see also Karlický et al. (2002) , Karlický (2004) , Karlický & Bárta (2007) , Bárta et al. (2008a) , and Karlický et al. (2010) . In the vertical flare current sheet the plasmoids move upwards or downwards or even stay without any motion in dependence on a form of the surrounding magnetic field (Bárta et al. 2008b; Shen et al. 2011 ). Due to a preference of divergent magnetic field lines in the upwards direction, most of the plasmoids move upwards and corresponding DPSs drift towards lower frequencies. Nevertheless, in some cases the plasmoids move downwards and even interact with the underlying flare arcade as observed by Kołomański & Karlický (2007); Milligan et al. (2010) .
From theoretical point of view, in the current sheet during the magnetic reconnection, there are two basic processes: a) tearing (fragmentation) of the current sheet into plasmoids and b) the opposite process -merging (coalescence) of these plasmoids. The first process can be described as follows: the flare current sheet is stretched by the rising magnetic rope and due to this stretching and the tearing-mode instability the current sheet is fragmented to successively smaller and smaller plasmoids (cascading reconnection) as proposed by Shibata & Tanuma (2001) . This concept was further developed by Uzdensky et al. (2010) into the theory of chain plasmoid instability and shown in highresolution magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations of Bárta et al. (2010 Bárta et al. ( , 2011 . Besides this fragmentation, Bárta et al. (2011) and process in the region between two merging plasmoids using high-resolution MHD and particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. It was proposed that the narrowband dm-spikes are radio signatures of this fragmentation (see also Karlický 1984; Karlický et al. 1996 Karlický et al. , 2000 . Furthermore, a successive merging of the plasmoids was used for an explanation of the-above-the-loop-top hard X-ray sources .
In the present paper, we study this new type of fragmentation in details. Because any fragmentation increases a number of X-points in the current sheet, this study is also important from the point of view of particle acceleration (see, e.g., Hoshino et al. 2001; Drake et al. 2005; Pritchett 2008; Karlický 2008; Oka et al. 2010) . Namely, at the X-points particles are strongly accelerated and a high number of these X-points is needed for a sufficient volume, where particles are accelerated. This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 the model used is briefly described. The results are shown in Sect. 3. Finally, in Sect. 4, the results are discussed and conclusions presented.
Numerical model
We used the same 2.5-D electromagnetic PIC model as in the paper by . The system size was L x × L y = 600Δ × 4000Δ, where Δ (=1) is a grid size. In the initial state the Harris current sheet was formed along the line x = 0Δ, and its half-width was L = 10Δ. We considered the electron-proton plasma with the proton-electron mass ratio m p /m e = 16. In each numerical cell located far from the current sheet, we initiated n 0 = 60 electrons and n 0 = 60 protons. In the current sheet the initial number density was enhanced just to keep the pressure equilibrium. The initial electron temperature was taken to be the same in the whole numerical box as T = 10 MK and the temperature of protons was chosen the same as electrons.
The plasma frequency was ω pe = 0.05, the electron Debye length λ D = 0.6 Δ, and the electron and proton inertial lengths were d e = 10 Δ and d i = 40 Δ, respectively. To study coalescence processes among plasmoids, we initiated a formation of ten plasmoids along the current sheet by a cosine perturbation of the electric current density in the sheet; with the k-vector k = 2π · 10/4000 = 0.0157 Δ −1 and the amplitude corresponding to the current density j given by the magnetic field in the current sheet ( j = ∇ × B). The plasma beta parameter was chosen β = 0.07. The free boundary conditions were used. In the following we adopt the dimensionless units based on ω pe and Δ: x → x/Δ and t → tω pe .
Results
The presented model evolves globally by the same way as in our previous paper . We use the same initial setup. But contrary to that paper, here we focus our attention to merging process of two plasmoids, especially to fragmentation processes between these two plasmoids.
In order to describe the magnetic field topological structure and its dynamics we investigated the PIC-simulation result and searched for magnetic null points of X-and O-types. Each creation of X-O null-points pair or bifurcation of already existing null-point represent the topological change of magnetic field, i.e. one atomic reconnection event. The dynamics of the null points during entire simulated time interval is displayed in Fig. 1 . The green dots represent the X-points, the red dots the O-points. Due to initial perturbation in the current density (see Sect. 2) the ten X-O pairs of magnetic null points is formed -the O-points representing the centers of newly formed plasmoids and the X-points being located in the current sheets separating the magnetic islands. During the evolution the plasmoids merge successively to larger and larger plasmoids. Due to free boundaries used in the system and small asymmetries in the system initiation, the plasmoids finally merged into one large plasmoid located in the region close to y = 0 (see the global evolution of the system in the right part of Fig. 1 ). This global motion of plasmoids is also expressed in a global shift of X-and O-point trajectories towards y = 0. The traditional view on the coalescence instability predict two approaching of O-points (between them there is the X-point) and their subsequent merging into one O-point, see e.g. (Tajima et al. 1987) . Nevertheless, Fig. 1 shows a different picture: many new X-O pairs are created during the successive plasmoid merging. This reflects increasing complexity of the magnetic field and its fragmentation to smaller and smaller elements: magnetic islands (plasmoids) separated by small-scale current sheets.
We tried to identify which processes lead to such dynamics. As it has been shown in Bárta et al. (2011) and , one of the possible mechanisms is the secondary plasmoid (tearing-mode) instability in the thin current sheet formed due to the magnetic flux pile-up between mutually approaching plasmoids. An example of such a process we really found in the simulation as shown in Fig. 2 . The figure displays magnetic field structure (selected field lines, B x = 0 and B y = 0 lines and magnetic null-points) on the background of current density. Panel (a) shows a global view on a merging of two large plasmoids (at t = 6000) that have themselves been formed by consecutive coalescence of the previously formed smaller magnetic islands. Panel (b) displays the situation at the same time but zoomed to the area around the positive (blue) CS (current sheet) formed between the merging plasmoids. Panel (c) shows formation of a new X-O pair -due to the plasmoid instability in highly compressed and long enough CS -around x = 0, y = 1350 (marked by the gold ellipse) in time t = 6150. Finally, even further fragmentation in the already decaying CS between the plasmoids is seen at t = 6700 in panel (d) . Note that the current sheet between these two merging plasmoids as well as all plasmoids move downwards due to the global evolution of the system (see Fig. 1 ).
However, not all of the newly formed O-points can be explained by this mechanism because some of them were formed out of the current sheet formed between two merging plasmoid (see Fig. 2d and the corresponding schema in Fig. 3 ). At this phase of the system evolution the plasma becomes strongly heated and turbulent and thus a question arises, whether also other forces than the Lorentz force can contribute to the ongoing fragmentation of magnetic field structure. In order to address this question we made an analysis of the plasma beta, the local plasma velocity field (calculated as u pl = (m i u i + m e u e )/(m i + m e ) with the mean velocity of the selected box subtracted) and vorticity in the regions surrounding those newly formed X-O pairs that can not be created by the tearing-mode (plasmoid) instability. The results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the magnetic field structure (as in Fig. 2 ) on the background of plasma beta parameter. Local velocity field is indicated by arrows. As seen here, in the regions of our interest the plasma β parameter is much higher than 1. Panels (a)−(e) correspond to time instants t = 5800, t = 5900, t = 6200, t = 6300, and t = 6400, respectively. The high-pressure horizontal out-flow (stream) (with the maximum velocity close to the local Alfvén velocity) formed due to the reconnection in the "main" X-point in x ≈ −50, y ≈ 1450 in panel (a) deforms the surrounding magnetic field consecutively. The lobe of magnetic flux function A z in the area around x ≈ −120, y ≈ 1350 in panel (b) is formed and becomes longer and narrower (panel c) and eventually a small-scale CS sheet develops in this deformed structure. As its width finally reaches the kinetic dissipation scale the reconnection occurs in this CS what is reflected by the X-O pair formation around x ≈ −140, y ≈ 1250 in panel (d) -emphasized by the gold rhomboid. Panel (e) shows zoomed view on this area at t = 6400. Figure 5 demonstrates further mechanism of how plasma flows lead to a fragmentation of the current density. Panels (a)−(c) show the magnetic field structure again, now on the background of the plasma vorticity. Corresponding times are t = 5700, t = 6100, and t = 6400, respectively. At the beginning (panel a) almost symmetric reconnection outflows form the typical vorticity pattern due to decreasing velocity-profile further from the axis of the stream. Later (panel b) a pair of vortices is formed on the flanks of the outflow around x ≈ −170, y ≈ 1400. Because of the action of these vortices to magnetic field-lines a new plasmoid is being consecutively formed at this place as can be seen in Fig. 2d . In the following time this vortex is slowly decaying (panel c). The current inside this newly formed plasmoid is then even more intensified, probably by pinching mechanism Other symbols describing the magnetic-field structure are as in Fig. 2 . The panels a)−c) correspond to time instants t = 5700, t = 6100, and t = 6400, respectively.
(shrinkage of the formed O-lines) as can be seen in Fig. 2d around x ≈ −130, y ≈ 1190.
Discussion and conclusions
Studying fragmentation processes between two merging plasmoids we found that besides the expected fragmentation due to the tearing-mode (plasmoid) instability there is an additional fragmentation caused by plasma velocity flows (vortices) in the high β-regions of merging plasmoids. This process is physically similar to that caused by shear plasma flows in solar wind (Bettarini et al. 2006) or in the magnetopause (Cowee et al. 2010) .
Because in our study we use the PIC simulation we decided to check the findings made by Ji et al. (2004) and Ren et al. (2005) saying that in the collisionless regime of the magnetic field reconnection there are important non-MHD effects. Therefore, in agreement with these papers, we checked a structure of the magnetic field in reconnecting current sheets. We also searched for a presence of the low-frequency electromagnetic waves. Figure 6 shows an example of the quadrupolar configuration of the magnetic field around one reconnecting current sheet (Hall current effect) in our computational system. Furthermore, in some regions and times we found the low-frequency electromagnetic waves (whistlers W), see an example of the dispersion diagram made from the electric field component E z (the electric field component perpendicular to the x-y computational plane) (Fig. 7 ). Both these results confirm an importance of the non-MHD effects in the magnetic field reconnection as presented in the papers by Ji et al. (2004) and Ren et al. (2005) .
In the magnetic field reconnection theory, basically, there exists two approaches to formation of small-scale structures. The first one stresses the role of the Lorentz force and spontaneous, self-generated fragmentation of the magnetic field structures (magnetic field turbulence). The pioneering work in this direction has been done by Shibata & Tanuma (2001) who suggested a conjecture of cascade of tearing-mode instabilities taking place on consecutive smaller scales. Nevertheless, in addition to this tearing-mode cascade (a.k.a. fractal reconnection Shibata & Tanuma 2001 ; chain plasmoid instability Uzdensky et al. 2010 ) which we have studied numerically earlier there exist also fragmentation processes connected with plasmoid merging. In Bárta et al. (2011); and Karimabadi et al. (2011) the authors found that the coalescence is accompanied by formation of intense, thin current sheets in the magnetic flux pile-up between the merging plasmoids. These current sheets then may become unstable to further plasmoid formation. Hence, the plasmoid coalescence eventually leads to the formation of a single structure, being larger than the two initial, smaller structures. But this process is inherently connected with further fragmentation in the current sheet between the merging plasmoids (fragmenting coalescence). Consequently, also this process contributes -quite unexpectedly -to the energy transport from large to small scales (direct cascade).
The second approach initiated by Lazarian & Vishniac (1999) and further developed by, e.g., Kowal et al. (2009 ) or Eyink (2011 emphasizes -on the other hand -the role of the velocity field turbulence for formation of small-scale structures in the background magnetic field. The chaotic velocity pattern is usually assumed to be of the "external" origin. The role of flowfield instabilities for fragmentation of the magnetic structure was studied also by Pegoraro et al. (2010) for rather specific flow pattern formed in the solar wind at the flanks of the magnetosphere. However, such highly-sheared velocity field is formed due to the external conditions, again.
A further approach to the problem of fragmentation has been done by Nickeler et al. (2006) and Nickeler & Wiegelmann (2010) . In these investigations nonlinear and self-consistent steady-state shear flows generate current(-vortex)-sheets along initial magnetohydrostatic equilibria, showing filamented and fragmented structures. Such shear flows could occur at separatrices, e.g. between open and closed field line structures in the solar atmosphere, but they do not necessarily occur only at this kind of magnetic boundaries. These shear flows need not to be of external origin, but are coupled to a variation of the pressure gradient and basically these flows originate from self-consistent solutions of the MHD equations. Now, considering our new finding in the reconnection process, it seems that these approaches could be unified. The Lorentz force and "magnetically driven" instabilities (plasmoid instability and fragmenting coalescence) play probably larger role at the beginning of the reconnection in such low-β systems as the current layers in solar flares are supposed to be. Nevertheless, at later stages, the high-β plasma and its flows develop as a consequence of initial reconnection (tearing) events and plasma pressure and kinetic energy in flows start playing significant role. Both the high-β streams (Fig. 4) and the vortex motions (Fig. 5 ) deform the magnetic field structure, eventually possibly forming new current sheets. In those newly formed CSs a next level of reconnection can start. The picture is similar to that presented by Lazarian & Vishniac (1999) but the chaotic flow pattern is now created by the reconnection itself. The whole process of fragmentation and cascading to the dissipation scale (turbulence onset) should thus be seen as a rather complicated interplay between magnetic-and flow-field driven instabilities.
Although the numerical simulations were made for the neutral Harris current sheet, i.e. for the current sheet with zero guiding magnetic field, high values of plasma β parameters show that the similar processes can be expected also for the current sheets with non-zero guiding magnetic field, but to some limit values. This aspect is planned to be analyzed in our following study.
